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STORMY
Temporary Roof Repair
Material
STOPS LEAKS FAST!
WORKS IN POURING
RAIN
USE ON: HIGH-RISE
BUILDINGS, HOSPITALS,
HOTELS, SCHOOLS,
APARTMENT
COMPLEXES,
MUNICIPALITIES AND
CHURCHES
PRODUCT #7051

STORMY
Temporary Roof Repair Material
STORMY is a specially treated mineral compound for
temporary or emergency top-sealing of small leaks in
flat built-up roofs. STORMY is not a waterproofing
agent or a permanent repair method but will
temporarily stop small leaks in built-up flat roofs until a
permanent roof repair can be applied.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Pour approximately a ½ inch blanket of STORMY
over suspected area of roof leak. If leak does not
cease immediately add more until it stops. STORMY
can be applied through standing water if poured
slowly and carefully. Because STORMY forms only a
temporary patch, a permanent patch should be
applied as soon as possible using SUPERCO's
FIBER KOTE. When the roof surface is completely
dry, sweep up any residue remaining from the
STORMY before you apply
permanent roof repair. Be sure
to remove residue from roof
because the reintroduction of
water can reactivate this
material to again form an
extremely slippery surface.

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
CONSULT LABEL AND MSDS BEFORE USING.
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INGREDIENTS

CAS NUMBER

BENTONITE CLAY
CRYSTALLINE QUARTZ

1302-78-9
14808-60-7

Additional Information
STORMY Temporary Roof Patch Material can save your company from potential loss resulting
from water damage caused by roof leaks. Built-up flat roofs can be found on most commercial,
office and apartment buildings, hospitals, shopping centers, maintenance shops and warehouses.
Any of these facilities is susceptible to leaking roofs and most maintenance people will agree that it
is just a matter of time before their roof will leak. Preventive measures certainly help but will not
change the inevitable. When the roof does leak, someone has to fix it fast because with every
minute that passes more damage is done inside the building. Electrical equipment like computers
and other office machines are particularly vulnerable to water damage and are also very expensive
to replace. STORMY stops leaks in built-up roofs within minutes after application plus it is not
necessary that you know exactly where the leak is coming from. One person can go up on the roof
in the middle of a downpour and apply STORMY in a minute or two, stop the leak and be out of the
rain quickly. No one likes to repair roofs during a rain storm and most roofing contractors will charge
a premium fee if they will come out at all. STORMY not only stops leaks faster than any other
method, it also helps find the leaks for you to repair later. After the rainy weather passes, and the
roof is dry, you will be able to locate the leak easily by looking for spot where the STORMY collected.
Then simply sweep away the residue and apply a permanent patch using SUPERCO’s FIBER
KOTE, FIBER SEAL or A LINE products. For large areas, consult your local representative for
information on SUPERCO's SELF ROOFING SYSTEM.
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